Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Tennessee Clean Cities,
National Association of Fleet Administrators &
The 100 Best Fleets in The Americas™
Present:

Solutions to the Biggest Fleet Challenges in 2019;
Best Practices from The 100 Best Fleets
At the world’s largest supercomputer designed to help find solutions to
the biggest challenges in society – including fleet – in 2019; with best
practices from The 100 Best Fleets...
Join us for interactive, round-table discussions with the best fleet minds in the industry
including the #1 winner of The 100 Best Fleets in 2018 who has real-world solutions for
the technician shortage,
Our venue is a historic American icon from WWII which is now a state-of-the-art facility.
Oak Ridge is synonymous with cutting-edge technologies. We will also hear from officials at
the “Lab.”
They will help us with practical breakthroughs in fleet management. The emphasis will be on
upgrading our technology understanding with a crystal ball look into advanced fleet software,
and mobility solutions that saved one fleet $1.5 million dollars annually. Emerging fleet
technologies will be featured in a mini-expo format with experts available to demonstrate their
high-performance capabilities.
There are only two ways to do more with less; technology is one way. We will spend time on
funding, “change management and how to manage big data” and any other topics you
wish to discuss with these outstanding fleet managers. We only learn from the best.
This is a one-time-only meeting with need-to-know information you can get nowhere else.

June 20, 2019; Thursday: 9:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Oak Ridge National Laboratory's
National Transportation Research Center
2360 Cherahala Boulevard
Knoxville, TN 37932
The investment in your own personal and professional development includes a tour of this
national treasure and lunch for just:
$95 dollars for NAFA members and Clean Cities stakeholders

$125 dollars for non-members.

Space is limited. Please reserve at your earliest convenience.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Work smarter, not harder!

Register for The 100 Best Fleets Forum in Knoxville, TN
The 100 Best Fleets contest and forums are only possible because of our sponsors. Please
visit their websites and check out their offerings.

Thanks for supporting The 100 Best Fleets.
Sincerely,
Tom C. Johnson
Author, The 100 Best Fleets in the Americas
http://the100best.com
tom@the100best.net
415-285-8391

"The 100 Best Fleets", "The 100 Best Fleets in the Americas", "Green Fleet Aw ards" , "Green Fleet Forum" and their
respective logos are trademarks of Tom C. Johnson.

Like our page on Facebook (and join our Facebook group)



